The Secret IV apartment
Zeljarica 3 Old Town Dubrovnik

The Secret IV apartment is wonderfully settled in a newly renovated medieval house positioned in the heart of Dubrovnik’s historic city
walls. The apartment is close to all the main attractions and it is only a ten minute walk to Dubrovnik’s famous Banje beach. Being
surrounded by contemporary furnishings and fittings this apartment is a great alternative to a conventional hotel. Those who stay at
Secret IV will experience convenience, practicality and comfort.

Interior
The Secret IV apartment is situated on the first floor of a historical building. The apartment’s large windows allow for lots of natural
sunlight and are a great way to experience the breathtaking views of the city and St. Blaise Church. This apartment has been cleverly
designed to maximize its space and offers a contemporary and minimalistic style throughout the apartment. This apartment can sleep
up to four people. The main bedroom has a double bed, computer with Satellite TV. The second bedroom consists of a wall bed
system that allows for an extension of the living space. This room can be used as living room or as a separated bedroom for 2. It is
equipped with a computer with Satellite TV. Both bathrooms are of top design with shower and hair dryer. The kitchen is equipped
with all the modern and necessary conveniences -microwave/oven, stove, coffee machine, wash-dryer machine etc. The apartment
has AC/heating throughout to make your stay enjoyable whatever the season and there is wireless internet for the business traveller
or for catching up with family back home. If quality, style, comfort and central location are you priorities for you visit to Dubrovnik,
then Secret IV is a perfect fit for you.

Facilities
Sleeps: 4

Stove

Hairdryer

Area: 40 m2

Refrigerator

AC/Heating

Bedrooms: 2

Coffee maker

Wi-Fi access

Bathrooms: 2

Kettle

Two Computers

Satellite TV

Wash machine/Dryer

Non Smoking

Microwave/oven

Iron & iron board

Location
Beach: 10 min walk

Restaurants & bars: 20 m

Airport: 23 km

Supermarket: 100 m

Bank & cash point: 50 m

Port/ ferry: 3km

Butterfly Services notes
The Secret house is located in the flat part of the Old town with no outdoor steps making it accessible for everyone, even for those
having walking difficulties and family with young children. The apartment can be rented with the Secret I, II & III apartments and
would be perfect for a group up to 14.

Rate per night
Jan:

€ 95

Apr:

€ 115

July:

€ 165

Oct:

€ 115

Feb:

€ 95

May:

€ 145

Aug:

€ 165

Nov:

€ 95

Mar:

€ 95

June:

€ 145

Sep:

€ 145

Dec:

€ 95

*Minimum night: 3. Shorter stay may be accepted at a higher price.

